So let's begin our exploration of solutions to the Time-Independent Schrödinger's equation with the simplest situation. Let the time independent potential be a constant with respect to position. Then, we know that the value of the constant has no impact on the behavior of the particle, so we set the value to zero, V(x) = V = 0. Then, the TISE becomes:
h
The general solution to this differential equation (which can be found by integrating twice) is:
and we recover the free particle wave function that we postulated earlier:
Here, k can take on any positive value (depending upon the value of E). We can let k take on both positive and negative values, where k > 0 corresponds to waves traveling to the right, and k < 0, to the left. We then have:
as before, or, in terms of k alone:
Now, this wave function should really bother you. It doesn't? OK, then, normalize it: 
